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Variety trade Newspaper to charge for online site

(AP) -- Ending a three-year flirtation with Most Popular on
free online content, Variety newspaper
ECNMag.com:
plans to put some of its Web site content
behind a "pay wall" that will require a
paid annual subscription, its publisher
The iPod Is Dead
said Thursday.
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paying subscribers only.
"Next year, we hope to roll out some
really fun, very cool things both in print
and in digital," said Reporter publisher
Eric Mika. The Hollywood Reporter is a
unit of privately held The Nielsen Co.
Subscriptions to Variety, a unit of London
and Amsterdam-based Reed Elsevier
Group PLC, are currently $329 a year for
either the daily or the weekly print
edition, or a digital, PDF version that
looks just like one for print. The daily print
edition gets about 26,000 paying
subscribers, and the weekly version
another 31,000, according to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations.
The Web site was almost entirely
reserved for paid subscribers until
October 2006, when it lifted that
restriction to boost traffic. How much of
the new site will be reserved for paying
customers has yet to be finalized.
While the newspaper still makes more
revenue from advertising than it does
from paid subscriptions, the marginal
benefit from driving more traffic to its
Web site was small, Gott said.
"The more traffic you get, the lower
(rates) an ad buyer can demand and it's
diminishing returns," he said.
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